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This report documents the history of and activities held at Patriot Plaza in Sarasota, Florida,
and was prepared by The Patterson Foundation.
For additional information, please visit the following webpages:
The Patterson Foundation’s Patriot Plaza Initiative
National Cemetery Administration’s Sarasota National Cemetery
To schedule a group or school tour of Patriot Plaza, please contact the Education Director at
the Arts and Cultural Alliance of Sarasota County: Educationdirector@sarasotaarts.org or 941365-5118 x301.
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Patriot Plaza at Sarasota National Cemetery
From Concept through Construction: January 2010 – May 2014
Since Abraham Lincoln’s time, national cemeteries have been set aside to honor men and women who served
their country with distinction. Honoring the memory of those who served to protect our freedom, national
cemeteries are the final resting place for men and women who served our country with unmatched valor and
dedication.
The Patterson Foundation’s mission to honor veterans began in early 2010, with an offer to enhance
Sarasota National Cemetery in Sarasota, Florida, with the creative donation of an amphitheater that would
conform to the National Cemetery Administration’s mission of honoring and remembering. The
unprecedented partnership between the National Cemetery Administration and The Patterson Foundation
has a long history. This entwined history — from the connections with Abraham Lincoln to the Patterson
family and their forefathers’ legacy of military service to the Patriot Plaza events — recognizes the service
and sacrifice of veterans. These events were staged to re-introduce the Sarasota community to their new
national cemetery and to create an enduring experience that would recognize and remember veterans, both
of which were goals of Abraham Lincoln and the National Cemetery Administration.
During construction of Patriot Plaza, the “Legacy of Valor – Freedom Pass It On” campaign engaged the
region to “Honor Veterans, Inspire Patriotism, and Embrace Freedom.” This campaign involved more than
100 organizations which executed 92 events, parades, and festivals and touched nearly 500,000 people.
The activities, events, and social media leading up to the dedication focused on Patriot Plaza and Sarasota
National Cemetery educating the community about the existence of Sarasota National Cemetery, showing the
nation how enhancements can be made for the betterment of all through partnerships such as this successful
public/private partnership endeavor.
Patriot Plaza Features
Patriot Plaza provides a place to conduct ceremonies honoring veterans and their families. Key features of
this amphitheater include an 80-foot-tall stainless steel flagpole, a rostrum that is large enough to
accommodate a 55-piece orchestra, and a covered seating area for up to 2,800 people.
The art installations at Patriot Plaza are some of its most inspiring and touching features:
• “Testimonies” by Larry Kirkland
• “Witness to Mission” by Larry Kirkland and Kenny Irby
• “Home” by Ann Hirsch
• “Guardian Eagles” by Pablo Eduardo
• “Night to Day, Here and Away” by Ellen Driscoll
• “Star Map” fabricated by Creative Edge Master Shop
With a goal to preserve memory through art, the installations honor men and women who serve and their
families, while communicating their stories to future generations.
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Patriot Plaza at Sarasota National Cemetery
Year One Activities: June 2014 – December 2015
Dedication Ceremony (June 2014) and Veterans Legacy Summit (November 2014)
On June 28, 2014, Patriot Plaza was dedicated and donated to the National Cemetery Administration. The
community dedication was held at Patriot Plaza to introduce the local community to their new 2,800-seat
amphitheater and more than $2 million in commissioned art highlighting veterans and their service.
However, The Patterson Foundation’s mission was still not complete; there remained the desire to share the
news of this unique partnership with the nation.
The four-day Veterans Legacy Summit (November 13–16, 2014) led up to the Celebrate Service and Sacrifice
Ceremony on the 15th and closed on the 16th with the West Point Band Community Concert — both events
held at Patriot Plaza. The Veterans Legacy Summit included gallery walks with two of the Patriot Plaza
artists, a film festival, an art symposium with all four of the Patriot Plaza artists, a morning of educational
workshops that enabled national visitors and locals to be “Zoned In” on veterans’ issues, and the Legacy
Zone’s exhibition tent for national veterans organizations to share with attendees their veterans services and
assistance. With individuals and groups coming from 23 states, plus the District of Columbia, thousands of
people experienced Patriot Plaza, a gift to the nation.

2014–2015 Events and Tours
Patriot Plaza was designed as an amphitheater to function as a gathering place for events that honor
veterans. From June 2014 through the end of 2015, 13 events held at Patriot Plaza had a combined
attendance of 22,550 people. The Patterson Foundation established a Guide Program through a partnership
with the Arts and Cultural Alliance of Sarasota County to provide information about Patriot Plaza and the
commissioned art. The art was permanently displayed to demonstrate the service and sacrifice of veterans
who fought and protected our freedom. Public tours were conducted every Tuesday (except for holidays) at
10 a.m., where the audience learned about the artists and their commissioned work. The guides also
conducted private tours for groups and school tours for students on Wednesday, Thursday, and weekends.
These public, private, and school tours had a combined attendance of 1,718 people during this period.
2014–2015 ACTIVITIES
2014 EVENTS:
Thank You Recognition
Community Dedication
Veterans Day Mass
Legacy Summit
Celebrate Service & Sacrifice
West Point Band Concert
Wreaths Across America

SPONSOR(S)

The Patterson Foundation
The Patterson Foundation
Diocese of Venice and Knights of Columbus in Venice
The Patterson Foundation
The Patterson Foundation
The Patterson Foundation
Sarasota Military Academy and Sarasota National
Cemetery
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ATTENDANCE

400
2,800
1,500
3,550
2,000
2,400
1,100

2015 EVENTS:
Memorial Day
You’re A Grand Old Flag

70th Anniversary of WWII
Missing in America Ceremony
Veterans Day Mass
Wreaths Across America

Sarasota National Cemetery
Sarasota Chapter of the Military Officers Association of
America and The Pops Orchestra of Bradenton and
Sarasota
Spirit of ‘45
Missing in America Project
Diocese of Venice and Knights of Columbus in Venice
Sarasota Military Academy and Sarasota National
Cemetery

EVENTS SUBTOTAL

1,200
2,000

500
300
2,000
2,800
22,550

2014–2015 TOURS:
64 Public

The Patterson Foundation and Arts and Cultural
Alliance of Sarasota County
The Patterson Foundation and Arts and Cultural
Alliance of Sarasota County
The Patterson Foundation, Arts and Cultural Alliance
of Sarasota County, and Sarasota County Schools

33 Private Group
11 School

407
774
537

TOURS SUBTOTAL

1,718

EVENTS AND TOURS TOTAL

24,268

Patriot Plaza Endowment
As outlined in the partnership agreement between the National Cemetery Administration and The Patterson
Foundation, an endowment in the amount of $1 million was established for the capital maintenance of
Patriot Plaza. This endowment was placed with the Community Foundation of Sarasota County for its
management. The endowment fund was established in mid-2014, allowing time for interest to begin building
and to put procedures in place. The endowment covered the waxing of the “Home” Eagles during the first
year as well as soil testing to assist with a study the Agricultural Agency conducted to determine proper
acidic plants for Patriot Plaza.

Community Reaction to Patriot Plaza
During construction of Patriot Plaza, an intentional effort was made by The Patterson Foundation to
highlight Sarasota National Cemetery since only 17% of our nation’s veterans utilize their Veterans Affairs
burial benefit. The “Legacy of Valor – Freedom Pass It On” campaign was organized with more than 100 local
partners to inform the community of the upcoming enhancement to Sarasota National Cemetery and to raise
awareness of our national shrines. When you combine the approximately 500,000 times that the campaign
reached individuals before the community dedication ceremony with the 24,268 attendees reached through
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events and tours, it is not a surprise that Sarasota National Cemetery saw a 58% increase in burials during
2015.
Beyond the local community — TripAdvisor recommended Sarasota National Cemetery/Patriot Plaza as one
of the top four places to visit in Sarasota, Florida, and has recorded numerous positive comments from outof-state visitors.

Summarized by Sandy Beckley, Consultant to The Patterson Foundation
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Patriot Plaza at Sarasota National Cemetery
Year Two Activities: January 2016 – December 2016
Patriot Plaza, an amphitheater surrounded by commissioned art, continues to function as a place for
honoring and reflecting on the service and sacrifices of veterans who have fought, are fighting, or will fight
for our freedom. Patriot Plaza is located within a Department of Veterans Affairs national shrine, the
Sarasota National Cemetery.
2016 Events and Tours
The Sarasota region continued to embrace Patriot Plaza during 2016 by supporting events held there
through sponsorships, participation, or attendance. In 2016, six events held at Patriot Plaza had a combined
attendance of 10,200 people. The Patriot Plaza Guides stood ready to share the story of veteran service and
sacrifice at every event and public, group, or school tour and with individual visitors on special days such as
traditional Memorial Day.
The Patterson Foundation established a Guide Program in 2014 through a partnership with the Arts and
Cultural Alliance of Sarasota County for the purpose of providing information on Patriot Plaza and the
commissioned art. Public tours were conducted every Tuesday (except for holidays) at 10 a.m., where the
audience learned about the artists and their commissioned work. The guides also conducted, upon request,
private tours for groups and school tours for students. These public, private, and school tours had a
combined attendance of 1,753 people during 2016.
2016 ACTIVITIES

SPONSOR(S)

ATTENDANCE

EVENTS:
50th Anniversary of Vietnam Era
Memorial Day
You’re A Grand Old Flag
9/11 Remembrance – 15 years
Veterans Day Mass
Wreaths Across America
EVENTS SUBTOTAL

Sarasota County Veterans Commission
Sarasota National Cemetery
Stars & Stripes Foundation
Sarasota Ministerial Association
Diocese of Venice and Knights of Columbus in Venice
Sarasota Military Academy and Sarasota National Cemetery

1,400
1,500
1,800
1,800
1,200
2,500
10,200

TOURS:
51 Public
31 Private Group
18 School
Open House

The Patterson Foundation and Arts and Cultural Alliance of
Sarasota County
The Patterson Foundation and Arts and Cultural Alliance of
Sarasota County
The Patterson Foundation, Arts and Cultural Alliance of
Sarasota County, and Sarasota County Schools
Arts and Cultural Alliance of Sarasota County’s
InspireSarasota! and American Institute of Architects’
Florida Gulf Coast Chapter

TOURS SUBTOTAL

387
514
782
70

1,753
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EVENTS AND TOURS TOTAL

11,953

Altogether, 36,221 people have attended events and tours since Patriot Plaza opened in June 2014.
Every event, tour or outreach activity attended by a Patriot Plaza Guide, a team member of The Patterson
Foundation or a staff member of the Sarasota National Cemetery is done to support veterans, to spotlight the
cemetery, and to highlight Patriot Plaza.

Education and Transportation
The Patterson Foundation recognized early on that Patriot Plaza would be a place where students can learn
about veterans and their service and sacrifices through the $2 million commissioned art. During the summer
of 2014, Sarasota County Schools’ educators gathered to prepare the curriculum for 4th–12th grade, using
the criteria of EdExploreSRQ, in collaboration with the Arts and Cultural Alliance of Sarasota County and the
EdExploreSRQ team. The explorations — Patriot Plaza: Stories of Honor and Dedication – Grades 4-6, Patriot
Plaza: Stories of Patriotism and Inspiration – Grades 7-8, and Patriot Plaza: Stories of History and Freedom –
Grades 9-12) — were produced as lesson plans that would include a visit to Patriot Plaza. These visits are the
school tours that you see listed earlier in the Activities table.
In 2016, the program director of Any Given Child Sarasota selected Patriot Plaza as the site for middle school
students to learn about civics and American history through its art exhibitions, including photography,
mosaics, and sculpture.
The Patterson Foundation realized that the primary concern for educators when selecting any
EdExploration, including the Any Given Child Sarasota’s art experience, is transportation funding. As a result,
The Patterson Foundation began funding these fieldtrips to Patriot Plaza for any school in Charlotte, Desoto,
Manatee, and Sarasota counties.

Community Support
Community support and successful partnering are exemplified by the founding of the Stars & Stripes
Foundation following the first “You’re A Grand Old Flag” ceremony at Patriot Plaza in 2015. The Sarasota
Chapter of the Military Officers Association of America and The Pops Orchestra of Bradenton and Sarasota
partnered to establish the Stars & Stripes Foundation to provide education about and honor the American
flag and to pay tribute to America’s veterans with ceremonies at Patriot Plaza and other locations within the
Sarasota area. The Sarasota Chapter of the Military Officers Association of America also partnered with The
Patterson Foundation and Sarasota County Schools in the development of the American Flag EdExploration.

Architectural Recognition
In June 2016, Patriot Plaza won two Spirit of Sarasota architecture awards from the American Institute of
Architects’ Florida Gulf Coast Chapter — one through a panel’s selection and another through online voting.
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The Spirit of Sarasota awards honor buildings that exemplify Sarasota’s unique character and setting. The
panel of judges that selected the winners praised Patriot Plaza for being a great example for other
communities and for capturing dramatic vistas and evoking solemnity. In addition to the panel’s award,
online voters from cities across the United States and Canada chose Patriot Plaza as the winner of the
People’s Choice Spirit of Sarasota award.
“It is deeply gratifying for the firm to see that this sacred venue has been embraced by locals and visitors
alike,” said Gary Hoyt, the design architect for Patriot Plaza. “Frankly, it’s hard to believe that a cemetery is
now listed as one of the top four of 126 things to do in Sarasota by TripAdvisor. It underscores our sincere
appreciation for those who have given so much for this country.”
In July 2016, Patriot Plaza was one of the top three winners in the 2016 AIA Florida People’s Choice Award.
Presented by the Florida Association of the American Institute of Architects (AIA Florida), the People’s
Choice Competition gave individuals the opportunity to promote public awareness of Florida’s built
environment and great designs by voting online for their favorite project.

Summarized by Sandy Beckley, Consultant to The Patterson Foundation
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Patriot Plaza at Sarasota National Cemetery
Year Three Activities: January 2017 – December 2017
Patriot Plaza, a gift to our nation’s veterans, their families, and communities has for the third year proved to
be a community treasure for Patriotism. Patriot Plaza is the product of The Military Initiative, one of the
original nine legacy initiatives of The Patterson Foundation. During the construction period of Patriot Plaza,
2010-2014, the Legacy of Valor and Freedom Pass It On campaigns set forth to introduce Sarasota National
Cemetery to the community in an effort to assist NCA-VA with increased education of veterans benefits to
include burial benefits. These programs were developed to Honor Veterans, Inspire Patriotism and Embrace
Freedom by helping more than 100 local organizations in the development of partnership events and to
donate event proceeds to veteran organizations.
2017 Events and Tours
During 2017, the community continued honoring veterans at Patriot Plaza through events that attracted
sponsorship, participation, and attendance. In 2017, seven events held at Patriot Plaza had a combined
attendance of 7,100 people. The Patriot Plaza Guides stood ready to share the story of veteran service and
sacrifice at every event, public, group or school tour, and with individual visitors on special days such as
traditional Memorial Day.
In partnership with the Patriot Plaza Initiative, the Arts and Cultural Alliance of Sarasota County (Alliance)
coordinates the recruitment, training, and scheduling of the Patriot Plaza Guides. The Alliance also schedules
all Patriot Plaza tours and distribution of transportation funding for all school tours within Charlotte, Desoto,
Manatee, and Sarasota Counties. These public, private, and school tours had a combined attendance of 3081
people during 2017.
The Alliance partners with EdExploreSRQ and Patriot Plaza Initiatives by managing the writing and updating
of the Patriot Plaza exploration. The Alliance’s instrumental work in the development and management of
the 8th-grade Civics curriculum provides every SRQ 8th-grade student the opportunity to tour Patriot Plaza
through the Any Given Child Program. During 2017, the Civics program was combined with the Science
curriculum in a joint tour – providing two different experiences in one field day. The Alliance partners with
the Sarasota County School System each year to offer a day-long Edstravaganza for teachers to learn about
EdExploreSRQ.
2017 ACTIVITIES

SPONSOR(S)

EVENTS:
BG Laudano Service
Vietnam War Veterans Day
WWI Centennial
Memorial Day Services-5/27&29
Veterans Day Mass
Wreaths Across America

Sarasota National Cemetery
Sarasota National Cemetery
Sarasota National Cemetery
Sarasota National Cemetery
Diocese of Venice and Knights of Columbus in Venice
Sarasota Military Academy and Sarasota National
Cemetery
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ATTENDANCE

600
10
10
2300
1200
3000

EVENTS SUBTOTAL

7120

TOURS:
52 Public

The Patterson Foundation and Arts and Cultural Alliance of
Sarasota County
The Patterson Foundation and Arts and Cultural Alliance of
Sarasota County
The Patterson Foundation, Arts and Cultural Alliance of
Sarasota County, and Sarasota County Schools
The Patterson Foundation, Arts and Cultural Alliance of
Sarasota County, and Sarasota County Schools

12 Private Group
54 School
Civics Teachers Boot Camp
TOURS SUBTOTAL
EVENTS AND TOURS TOTAL

41
63
2932
45
3081
10,201

Altogether, 46,422 people have attended events and tours since Patriot Plaza opened in June 2014.
Every event, tour or outreach activity attended by a Patriot Plaza Guide, a team member of The Patterson
Foundation, or a staff member of the Sarasota National Cemetery was done to support veterans, to spotlight
the cemetery, and to highlight Patriot Plaza.

Education and Transportation
EdExploreSRQ, Patriot Plaza explorations — Patriot Plaza: Stories of Honor and Dedication – Grades 4-6,
Patriot Plaza: Stories of Patriotism and Inspiration – Grades 7-8, and Patriot Plaza: Stories of History and
Freedom – Grades 9-12) — were produced as lesson plans that would include a visit to Patriot Plaza. These
visits are the school tours that you see listed earlier in the Activities table.
During 2017–18, all tour times from mid-Oct through mid-Dec were filled by Civics classes. For the
upcoming school term, teachers are being asked to book from mid-Oct through the end of Feb, allowing
scheduling opportunities for schools in surrounding counties as well as other classes, besides Civics, within
Sarasota County.
The Patterson Foundation realized that the primary concern for educators when selecting any
EdExploration, including the Any Given Child Sarasota’s art experience, is transportation funding. As a result,
The Patterson Foundation began funding these fieldtrips to Patriot Plaza for any school in Charlotte, Desoto,
Manatee, and Sarasota counties.
Community Support
Community support and successful partnering are exemplified through the hard work of the Sarasota
Military Academy, who each year secure donations for holiday wreaths to be placed on each grave at
Sarasota National Cemetery. This event involves the facility, students, parents, and neighbors in the
placement of the wreaths, demonstrating patriotism and honor to all the veterans and family members
interred at Sarasota National Cemetery.
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Patriot Plaza at Sarasota National Cemetery
Year Four Activities: January 2018 – December 2018
Patriot Plaza donated by The Patterson Foundation as a gift to the nation’s veterans, their families, and
communities, has for the fourth year proved to be a community treasure for Patriotism.
The Patterson Foundation publishes a calendar featuring Patriot Plaza, Sarasota National Cemetery, and
events held at Patriot Plaza. 2019 was the 5th calendar. It was themed ‘For All Ages,’ depicting that all ages of
our community gather at Patriot Plaza to Honor Veterans and Embrace Freedom as they Inspire Patriotism.
More than 1,200, 2019 calendars were distributed in November 2018 to demonstrate that nongovernmental organizations can enhance their local national cemeteries through partnering to raise
awareness of burial eligibility within national cemeteries and to encourage attendance of patriotic events at
Sarasota National Cemetery all the while enjoying the commissioned artwork at Patriot Plaza.
2018 Events and Tours
During 2018, the community continued Honoring Veterans at Patriot Plaza through events that attracted
sponsorship, participation, and attendance. In 2018, six events held at Patriot Plaza (PP) had a combined
attendance of 8,725 people. The PP Guides were there to share the story of veteran service and sacrifice at
every event and public, group, or school tour and with individual visitors on special days such as national
Memorial Day.
In partnership with the PP Initiative, the Arts and Cultural Alliance of Sarasota County (Alliance) coordinates
the recruitment, training, and scheduling of the PP Guides. The Alliance also schedules all PP tours and
distribution of transportation funding for all school tours within Charlotte, Desoto, Manatee, and Sarasota
counties. These public, private, and school tours had a combined attendance of 1908 people during 2018.
The Alliance partners with EdExploreSRQ and PP Initiatives by managing the writing and updating of the PP
EdExplorations. The Alliance’s instrumental work in the development and management of the 8th-grade
Civics curriculum provides every SRQ 8th-grade student the opportunity to tour PP through the Any Given
Child Program. For the second year (2018), the Civics program was combined with the Science curriculum in
a joint tour – providing two different experiences in one field day.

2018 ACTIVITIES
EVENTS:
Welcome Home Vietnam Veterans
Somalia Veterans
Memorial Day Services – 5/26
Memorial Day Services-5/28
Veterans Day Mass
Wreaths Across America
EVENTS SUBTOTAL

SPONSOR(S)

ATTENDANCE

Tidewell Hospice

2,000

Somalia Veterans Reunion
Sarasota National Cemetery
Sarasota National Cemetery
Diocese of Venice and Knights of Columbus in Venice
Sarasota National Cemetery

25
2,500
100
1,600
2,500
8,725
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TOURS:
49 Public

The Patterson Foundation and Arts and Cultural Alliance of
Sarasota County
The Patterson Foundation and Arts and Cultural Alliance of
Sarasota County
The Patterson Foundation, Arts and Cultural Alliance of
Sarasota County, and Sarasota County Schools
The Patterson Foundation, Arts and Cultural Alliance of
Sarasota County, and Sarasota County Schools

13 Private Group
42 School
Civics Teachers Boot Camp
TOURS SUBTOTAL
EVENTS AND TOURS TOTAL

309
253
1,860
48
2,470
11,195

Altogether 57,617 people have attended events and tours since PP opened in June 2014.
Every event, tour or outreach activity attended by a PP Guide, a team member of The Patterson Foundation
or a staff member of the Sarasota National Cemetery was done to support veterans, to spotlight Sarasota
National Cemetery, and to highlight PP.
Education and Transportation
EdExploreSRQ, PP explorations — Patriot Plaza: Stories of Honor and Dedication – Grades 4-6, Patriot Plaza:
Stories of Patriotism and Inspiration – Grades 7-8, and Patriot Plaza: Stories of History and Freedom – Grades
9-12) — were produced as lesson plans that would include a visit to PP. These visits are the school tours that
you see listed earlier in the Activities table.
The 2018 school tour report is substantially lower than previous years because the Civics Tours were spread
out into the spring semester rather than all during the fall semester (spring tours will be reported in the
2019 Impact Report). This scheduling change allowed schools outside of Sarasota County to schedule PP
tours throughout the school year.
The Patterson Foundation realized the primary concern for educators when selecting any EdExploration,
including the Any Given Child Sarasota’s art experience, is transportation funding. As a result, The Patterson
Foundation began funding these fieldtrips to PP for any school in Charlotte, Desoto, Manatee, and Sarasota
counties.
Community Support
Community support and successful partnering are exemplified through the hard work of numerous civic and
community organizations, who each year secure donations for holiday wreaths to be placed on each grave at
Sarasota National Cemetery. This event involves scouts, students, parents, and neighbors in the placement of
the wreaths, demonstrating patriotism and honor to all the veterans and family members interred at
Sarasota National Cemetery.
Beyond the community – TripAdvisor recommended Sarasota National Cemetery/Patriot Plaza as the
number one place to visit in Sarasota, Florida and continues to receive positive comments from out of state
visitors.
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2019 Goals for Patriot Plaza Initiative
The Patterson Foundation’s Patriot Plaza Initiative is committed to:


Continuing to support education through EdExploreSRQ.



Recruiting additional volunteers for the PP Guide program.



Continuing to use social media, publications, and promotional information — such as the PP
calendars and the rack cards highlighting the PP tours and Sarasota National Cemetery — in a
continued effort to “Honor Veterans, Inspire Patriotism and Embrace Freedom.”



Supporting the National Cemetery Administration’s Veterans Legacy Program by sharing the PP
EdExplorations and assisting Sarasota National Cemetery in becoming a “Legacy Cemetery” within
the program.



Expand distribution of 2020 calendars to include State Veteran Assistance Offices and Veteran
Service Organizations.

Summarized by Sandy Beckley, Consultant to The Patterson Foundation
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Memorial Day 2019

Patriot Plaza at Sarasota National Cemetery
Year Five Activities: January 2019 – December 2019
Patriot Plaza donated by The Patterson Foundation as a gift to the nation’s veterans, their families, and
communities, has for the fifth year proved to be a community treasure for Patriotism.
Partnership in Action
The partnership between the National Cemetery Administration (NCA) and The Patterson Foundation (TPF)
began in 2010 and remains active on both the national and local levels.
Nationally: the $1M endowment donated by TPF and maintained at the Community Foundation of Sarasota
County established the responsibilities between TPF and NCA for maintenance of Patriot Plaza (PP) at
Sarasota National Cemetery (SNC). This endowment will be used for annual and as needed capital
maintenance at PP in an effort to keep PP in pristine condition (detailed on page 17).
Locally: multi-layered partnering takes place between TPF, SNC, and the Arts and Cultural Alliance of
Sarasota County (Alliance) during events at PP as well as activities and events that take place in the
community. Many times SNC, the Alliance and TPF set up joint displays at community events in order to
complement the sharing of information on veterans’ eligibility and benefits related to national cemeteries as
well as the ability to experience and tour PP. The Alliance also coordinates the recruitment, training, and
scheduling of the PP Guides who give public, private and school tours. In addition to these guided tours, the
PP Guides proudly share information about these tours in our community at events such as the
EDStravaganza Open House provided by the Sarasota County School system. At the beginning of each school
year this free open house invites all K-12 teachers from Sarasota, Manatee, Charlotte and DeSoto counties to
get a glimpse of the many in-school and field trips offered through the EdExploreSRQ program. The Alliance
also schedules all PP tours and distributes transportation funding for all school tours taken by students from
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all four counties as well (Sarasota, Manatee, Charlotte, and DeSoto). The funding for the bus transportation
continues to be provided by The Patterson Foundation. These public, private, and school tours, including the
Civics Teachers Boot Camp, had a combined attendance of 1867 people during 2019.
The Patterson Foundation publishes a 14 month calendar annually featuring Patriot Plaza, Sarasota National
Cemetery, and tours and events held at Patriot Plaza. 2020 was the 6th calendar. It was themed ‘Honoring
and Onward’, which is a multi-faceted engagement celebrating The Patterson Foundation’s 10th year
anniversary and the foundation’s impact through people, organizations and community as it continues to
connect, learn, share, evolve and strengthen people, organizations and communities to realize shared
aspirations. More than 1,900 calendars were distributed in November 2019 to a variety of organizations and
individuals including the state and county veteran service offices, as well as each national cemetery. The
calendars demonstrate that non-governmental organizations can enhance their local national cemeteries
through partnering to raise awareness of burial eligibility within national cemeteries and to encourage
attendance of patriotic events at Sarasota National Cemetery all the while enjoying the commissioned
artwork at Patriot Plaza.

Wreaths Across America 2019
Community support and successful partnering are exemplified through the hard work of numerous civic and
community organizations who assist the SNC Advisory Committee each year to host several programs which
include the Memorial Day Remembrance program, a Veterans Day Mass and the Wreaths Across America
(WAA) program. The regional and local community demonstrate their appreciation of these events through
their constant and growing numbers of attendance. The WAA program is a good example of community
involvement as organizations and individuals secure donations for remembrance wreaths to be placed on
gravesites at Sarasota National Cemetery. This event involves scouts, students, parents, and neighbors in the
placement of the wreaths, demonstrating patriotism and honor to all the veterans and family members
interred at Sarasota National Cemetery. In 2019 over 20,000 gravesites received a remembrance wreath at
this event. Beyond the community – TripAdvisor continues to recommend Sarasota National
Cemetery/Patriot Plaza in the top ten places to visit in Sarasota, Florida and continues to receive positive
comments from out of state visitors.
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Capital Maintenance of PP

Quarterly a member of TPF’s PP Endowment Team assesses PP for any safety or maintenance
concerns. Annually, TPF receives a report from the SNC Director listing concerns that relate to
capital maintenance of PP. This annual report, along with any emergency capital maintenance
issues and inspection concerns, are addressed by TPF and the work is accomplished. Capital
maintenance consists of:
Rostrum: Repair or replacement of roof glass and sound boards and repair, replacement, or painting of
structural steel
Amphitheater structure: Replacement of roof glass and repair, replacement, or painting of structural steel
Seating: Replacement or repair of permanent seating
Pavers: Major replacement of brick pavers
Sidewalk: Replacement of sidewalk for safety issue, such as trip hazards
Walls: (includes entrances, rostrum walls and north side veneer (limited to defects in manufactured
masonry) of Memorial Wall) – repair only
Art Work: Triennial Inspection and recommended Capital Maintenance of Art Work includes but not limited
to engraved stone pavers, marble tablets, stone plinths, star map, proscenium mosaic, mosaic spires and
mosaic “rugs”
Signage, Trash Receptacles, Decorative Trench Drains: Replacement
Marble Bench: Replacement
Fixtures: Replacement of lights and bollards
Flagpole: Repairs
Since opening PP, capital maintenance has been addressed either as scheduled annual capital maintenance
or as needed. Examples of annual maintenance include art preservation and annual paver cleaning and
resealing, while replacement of structure glass, electrical and flagpole care has been addressed as needed. To
date, approximately $200,000 has been spent on capital maintenance.
The SNC Director and staff do an excellent job of routine daily maintenance of Patriot Plaza. This routine
daily maintenance includes the following:
Daily or routine maintenance: Cleaning, mowing, blowing, trimming
Irrigation: Head repair or replacement, line replacement or such routine work
Landscaping: Turf replacement, fertilizing; tree-shrub fertilization or replacement
2019 Events and Tours
During 2019, the community continued Honoring Veterans, Inspiring Patriotism and Embracing Freedom at
Patriot Plaza through events that attracted sponsorship, participation, and attendance. In 2019, seven
events held at Patriot Plaza (PP) had a combined attendance of 5,725 people. The PP Guides, trained by the
Arts and Cultural Alliance of Sarasota County, were there to share the story of veteran service and sacrifice
at every event and public, group, or school tour and with individual visitors on special days such as Memorial
Day. The combined total of attendance for tours (1,867) and events (5,725) was 7,592.
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The Alliance partners with EdExploreSRQ and PP Initiatives by managing the writing and updating of the PP
EdExplorations. The Alliance’s instrumental work in the development and management of the 8th-grade
Civics curriculum provides every SRQ 8th-grade student the opportunity to tour PP through the Any Given
Child Program. For the third year (spring 2019), the Civics program was combined with the Science
curriculum in a joint tour – providing two different experiences in one field day.

2019 ACTIVITIES
EVENTS:
Vietnam War Commemoration
Memorial Day Services – 5/25
Memorial Day Services-5/27
POW-MIA-Outdoor Remembrance
Education Event (OREE)
Ed Pearson Funeral
Veterans Day Mass
Wreaths Across America
EVENTS SUBTOTAL
TOURS:
50 Public

SPONSOR(S)
Mil Officers Assoc Sarasota and Sarasota National Cemetery
Sarasota National Cemetery
Sarasota National Cemetery

POW-MIA-OREE
Sarasota National Cemetery
Diocese of Venice and Knights of Columbus in Venice
Sarasota National Cemetery

The Patterson Foundation and Arts and Cultural Alliance of
Sarasota County
The Patterson Foundation and Arts and Cultural Alliance of
Sarasota County
The Patterson Foundation, Arts and Cultural Alliance of
Sarasota County, and Sarasota County Schools
The Patterson Foundation, Arts and Cultural Alliance of
Sarasota County, and Sarasota County Schools

11 Private Group
26 School
Civics Teachers Boot Camp
TOURS SUBTOTAL
EVENTS AND TOURS TOTAL

ATTENDANCE
750
800
350
75
1,500
750
1,500
5,725

356
191
1,272
48
1,867
7,592

Altogether 65,209 people have attended events and tours since PP opened in June 2014.
Education and Transportation
EdExploreSRQ, PP explorations — Patriot Plaza: Stories of Honor and Dedication – Grades 4-6, Patriot Plaza:
Stories of Patriotism and Inspiration – Grades 7-8, and Patriot Plaza: Stories of History and Freedom – Grades
9-12) — were produced as lesson plans that would include a visit to PP. These visits are the school tours that
you see listed earlier in the Activities table.
The 2019 school tour report is substantially lower than previous years. The schools have moved most of
their field trips to the spring semester which will be covered in the 2020 Impact Report. The Patterson
Foundation understands that funding transportation is the primary concern for educators when selecting
any Ed Exploration, including the Any Given Child Sarasota’s art experience, and as a result, The Patterson
Foundation continues to fund the transportation to PP for any school in Charlotte, Desoto, Manatee, and
Sarasota counties. Many tours were canceled during the 2019-2020 school year due to the cancellation of the
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Physical Science Ed Exploration to Twin Lakes Park which is located one mile from PP. This particular Ed
Exploration was combined with the Patriot Plaza field trip by many schools. During the day, half the students
attending would visit PP while the other half was visiting the Physical Science Ed Exploration. The students
would come back together for lunch at Twin Lakes Park and then trade locations in the afternoon. Without
the additional Ed Exploration to balance a full day field trip, schools have identified the funding challenge of
covering classes for half a day which was not the case when the field trip lasted all day. The Arts and Cultural
Alliance of Sarasota County is currently working with the Sarasota County Schools and Ed Explore providers
to search out a different Ed Exploration to balance out this day long field trip.

2020 Goals for Patriot Plaza Initiative
The Patterson Foundation’s Patriot Plaza Initiative is committed to:


Continuing to support education through EdExploreSRQ.



Encourage private charter and home schools to visit PP through the EdExploreSRQ program.



Enhance PP EdExploration by offering PP as a video tour in addition to or in place of a field trip.



Recruiting additional volunteers for the PP Guide program.



Continuing to use social media, publications, and promotional information — such as the PP
calendars and the rack cards highlighting the PP tours and Sarasota National Cemetery — in a
continued effort to “Honor Veterans, Inspire Patriotism and Embrace Freedom.”



Supporting the National Cemetery Administration’s Veterans Legacy Program by sharing the PP
EdExplorations and assisting Sarasota National Cemetery in becoming a “Legacy Cemetery” within
the program.



Expand distribution of 2021 calendars to include State Veteran Assistance Offices and Veteran
Service Organizations.

Summarized by Sandy Beckley and Linda Gould, Consultants to The Patterson Foundation
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Patriot Plaza at Sarasota National Cemetery
Year Six Activities: January 2020 – December 2020
Patriot Plaza, donated by The Patterson Foundation as a gift to the nation’s veterans, their families, and
communities, has for the sixth year proved to be a community treasure for Patriotism.
Patriot Plaza 2020
Due to the global pandemic, this year was unlike any previous year as far as tours, visitors, and events at
Patriot Plaza. The 1st Quarter of 2020 began with public, private, and school related tours as well as one
major event held in February 2020. All tours and events were cancelled or postponed beginning in March
2020 due to NCA’s implementation of safety measures to help protect the public during the pandemic.
Because PP is an outdoor space, individual visitors were still allowed to privately visit PP throughout the
year as long as they maintained safety protocols of wearing a mask and social distancing. The Patterson
Foundation quickly realized that an alternative to in person tours was needed and began working with The
Collaboratory at Ringling College of Art and Design to produce a video tour of PP in lieu of an in-person tour.
The video is in development as of the end of 2020. In an effort to help families who needed creative ways to
keep their children engaged and learning, The Patterson Foundation created a Family Engagement Activity
Book that allows parents and children alike to experience Patriot Plaza in an innovative way. The first two
books published in November 2020 and February 2021 are available. The plan is to publish 4 to 5 Family
Engagement Activity Books a year with the next one in May followed by a special Independence Day edition.
Throughout the year SNC Director and staff worked with the SNC Advisory Committee and local nonprofits
to bring either virtual events, such as the Memorial Day 2020 message to the public, or a carefully managed
and highly successful Wreaths Across America event to SNC in December 2020.
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2020 Tours and Events
The First Quarter of calendar year 2020 saw tours and events as “usual”, with the community continuing to
Honor Veterans, Inspire Patriotism and Embrace Freedom at Patriot Plaza through tours and events that
attracted sponsorship, participation, and attendance. In 2020, there was only one large public event held at
Patriot Plaza (PP) with an estimated attendance of 1,800 people. The PP Guides, trained by the Arts and
Cultural Alliance of Sarasota County, were there to share the story of veteran service and sacrifice at this
event, as well as the public, private, or school related tours. The public tour was offered every Tuesday
morning on a standing basis with a PP Guide present to assist individual visitors experience the art and
architecture. The combined total of attendance in the First Quarter 2020 for tours (510) and events (1,800)
was 2,310. Individual self-guided tours continued throughout 2020 since PP is an outdoor space and
deemed safe to visit while following the specific pandemic safety protocols. The regional Wreaths Across
America program was not held at Patriot Plaza but the laying of wreaths was organized strictly following
NCA safety guidelines and executed with no issues.
2020 ACTIVITIES
EVENTS:
Celebrating Stars and Stripes

SPONSOR(S)

Sarasota Military Officers Foundation and the POPS
Orchestra

EVENTS SUBTOTAL

ATTENDANCE
1,800
1,800

TOURS:
11 Public

The Patterson Foundation and Arts and Cultural Alliance of
Sarasota County
The Patterson Foundation and Arts and Cultural Alliance of
Sarasota County
The Patterson Foundation, Arts and Cultural Alliance of
Sarasota County, and Sarasota County Schools

9 Private Group
5 School
TOURS SUBTOTAL
EVENTS AND TOURS TOTAL

85
231
194
510
2,310

Altogether 67,519 people have attended events and tours since PP opened in June 2014. Individual visitors
to PP continued throughout the year.
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Unique Opportunity to Share Commissioned Artwork
In 2018 The Patterson Foundation replaced several glass
panels in the tablets of the Testimonies section of Patriot
Plaza. Each tablet has a window cut through it where a
thick glass element is inserted. The glass is imprinted
with a photographic image while the stone includes an
engraved drawing and text, reflecting the personal voices
of those who have served, supported, and sacrificed in
the military life. Because the glass with photographic
images that were replaced deserved to be repurposed,
The Patterson Foundation began connecting with
nonprofit organizations linked to veterans’ programs in
the community to determine the recipients of the six replaced items. On January 23, 2020, Debra Jacobs,
President and CEO of The Patterson Foundation, and Jonathan Fleece, President and CEO of Stratum Health
System and Tidewell Hospice, were joined by the Director of Sarasota National Cemetery and approximately
40 others to unveil the Tidewell rendition of the first repurposed Testimonies tablet “Support”. The sharing
of the commissioned artwork from Patriot Plaza at Tidewell’s administration building is the result of a
partnership between Tidewell’s Veterans Honor Program and The Patterson Foundation’s Honoring and
Onward 10th Anniversary.
Community Support and Partnering
Community support and successful partnering are exemplified through the hard work of numerous civic and
community organizations who assist the SNC Advisory Committee each year to host several programs which
include the Memorial Day Remembrance program, a Veterans Day Mass and the Wreaths Across America
(WAA) program. The regional and local community demonstrate their appreciation of these events through
their constant and growing numbers of attendance. This year the Memorial Day Remembrance program was
developed by the SNC Advisory committee and presented as a virtual experience. The Veterans Day Mass is
sponsored by the Diocese of Venice each year and was also presented as a virtual experience with a video
compiling several past years masses held at Patriot Plaza.
The WAA program is a good example of community involvement as
organizations and individuals secure donations for remembrance wreaths to
be placed on gravesites at Sarasota National Cemetery. This event involves
scouts, students, parents, and neighbors in the placement of the wreaths,
demonstrating patriotism and honor to all the veterans and family members
interred at Sarasota National Cemetery.
In 2020 over 16,000 gravesites received a remembrance wreath at this event.
SNC was one of the national cemeteries participating in the 2020 WAA
program. They were approved to do so based on the regional coordinator
working with the Interim Director on a detailed plan that ensured all COVID19 safety protocols would be followed. The event took place over three days
rather than a large gathering all on one day. The community entered the
cemetery and received the wreaths by a drive through transfer and then placed the wreath, honored the
veteran, and then departed, thereby keeping the actual number of visitors on the grounds at any one time to
a safe minimum.
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Included in the over 3,000 members of the community that placed
wreaths this year was the Chairman of The Patterson Foundation’s
Governing Board, Ric Gregoria, along with his daughter, Ashleigh, and
grandson, Charlie. They represented many intergenerational families
that participated. This event was successful due to the 165 volunteers
that assisted the regional coordinator to ensure a smooth process. In
2020, to make certain that the goal was met to place wreaths on all
gravesites at SNC, The Patterson Foundation made a one-time
donation to Wreaths Across America SNC of $50,000. This donation
energized additional donations to include another $50,000 donation
along with additional funds that guaranteed adequate wreaths for
2020 and gave WAA 2021 a head start.
Beyond the community – TripAdvisor continues to recommend Sarasota National Cemetery/Patriot Plaza in
the top twenty places to visit in Sarasota, Florida and continues to receive positive comments from out of
state visitors.
Patriot Plaza Video Tour
The Patterson Foundation is working with The Collaboratory at Ringling College of Art and Design to create a
virtual tour of Patriot Plaza for Florida middle school Civics classes as well as the public with an anticipated
release of spring 2021. The initial focus for this video tour is the 8th grade civics classes whose normal
curriculum would include an in person visit to Patriot Plaza through the EdExploreSRQ experiential learning
platform used by the Sarasota School system for in classroom experiences and field trips. With all field trips
cancelled for the foreseeable future, this video tour will allow students and eventually the public the ability
to tour Patriot Plaza and experience the art and architecture that honors our veterans and their families.
In person field trips are not anticipated until the 2021-2022 school year and The Patterson Foundation
remains committed to fund the transportation to PP for any school in Charlotte, Desoto, Manatee, and
Sarasota counties.
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Calendars
The Patterson Foundation publishes a 14-month
calendar annually featuring Patriot Plaza, Sarasota
National Cemetery, and tours and events held at
Patriot Plaza. 2021 was the 7th calendar and
included a unique insert with links to new
interactive ways to experience PP from home. The
first Family Engagement Activity Book can be
downloaded and enjoyed by all ages and is a perfect
hands-on field trip or teachable moments for all.
More than 2500 calendars and 1500 Family
Engagement Activity Books were distributed in
November 2020 to a variety of organizations and
individuals including the state and county veteran
service offices, as well as each national cemetery.
Distribution included Sarasota National Cemetery
general visitors and Wreaths Across America
volunteers. Calendars and Family Engagement
Activity Books were also mailed to all 760 This Book
is Cool participating families with the Suncoast
Campaign for Grade Level Reading (SCGLR). The new
Family Engagement Activity Books are so popular that
there will be four to five published a year. The
calendars and activity books demonstrate that nongovernmental organizations can enhance their local
national cemeteries through partnering to raise awareness of burial eligibility within national cemeteries
and to encourage attendance of patriotic events at Sarasota National Cemetery all the while enjoying the
commissioned artwork at Patriot Plaza.
Capital Maintenance of PP
Quarterly, a member of TPF’s PP Endowment Team assesses PP for any safety or maintenance concerns.
Annually, TPF receives a report from the SNC Director listing concerns that relate to capital maintenance of
PP. As outlined on page 17 of this report, capital maintenance provided by the PP Endowment includes
capital maintenance on the following PP Amenities: Rostrum, Amphitheater structure, seating, pavers,
sidewalk, walls, artwork, signage, marble benches, fixtures, and flagpole.
Since opening PP, capital maintenance has been addressed either as scheduled annual capital maintenance
or as needed. In 2020, capital maintenance included repair and patching of the Star Map, maintenance of
some of the paver areas to better manage storm water runoff, and routine maintenance of pavers in advance
of filming. In 2020 this work was valued at approximately $30,000. To date approximately $230,000 has
been spent on capital maintenance. Looking toward 2021, early in the year The Patterson Foundation has
scheduled Novum to visit Patriot Plaza and do some significant work under their warranty, including hole
cover replacement and replacement of rusted gutter brackets.
The SNC Director and staff continue to do an excellent job of routine daily maintenance of Patriot Plaza. In
fact, because of their focus on moving, trimming, cleaning, turf, and shrub maintenance, at the end of 2020
Patriot Plaza continues to be a shrine that our community can continue to visit with a sense of pride.
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2021 and Beyond Goals for Patriot Plaza Initiative
The Patterson Foundation’s Patriot Plaza Initiative is committed to:


Continuing to support Civics education through EdExploreSRQ via a virtual tour.



Encourage private charter and home schools to visit PP through the EdExploreSRQ program using
the PP video tour until in person field trips are resumed.



Continuing to find community partners with which to share the re-purposed PP artwork to include a
2nd dedication at Tidewell anticipated for mid-year 2021.



Recruiting additional volunteers for the PP Guide program and creating a virtual training experience.



Continuing to use social media, publications, and promotional information — such as the PP
calendars, the Family Engagement Activity Books and the rack cards highlighting the PP tours and
Sarasota National Cemetery in a continued effort to “Honor Veterans, Inspire Patriotism and Embrace
Freedom.”



Supporting the National Cemetery Administration’s Veterans Legacy Program by sharing the PP
EdExplorations and assisting Sarasota National Cemetery in becoming a “Legacy Cemetery”.



Expand distribution of 2022 calendars and Family Engagement Activity Books.

Summarized by Michael Corley, Sandy Beckley, Linda Gould and Scott Lempe, Consultants to The Patterson
Foundation’s Patriot Plaza Initiative
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